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In [5, Chapter iii, Exercise 2] it is shown that the countable uni-

form covers of any uniform space form a uniformity, and it is asked

whether the same thing happens for arbitrary infinite cardinals. Here

a partial affirmative answer is given: when its uniformity has a basis

of (T-point-finite uniform covers ( a family of sets is said to be a-point-

finite iff it is a union of countably many subfamilies each of which is a

point-finite family), the space admits arbitrary cardinal reflections.

This means that a positive solution of [5, Research Problem B3]

implies a positive solution of the above question. But the major in-

terest of our result is that it furnishes the expected and most natural

characterization of the uniformities defined in [l, §3] by extended

reticles: they are the cardinal reflections of the fine uniformity of the

given space. From this, a very easy proof of the main results of [2] is

derived, and it seems that almost all the work of G. Aquaro in that

field may be considerably simplified at least in the technical apparatus

(this is certainly true for [3]).

Our terminology and notations are based on [5] (but we do not

assume a priori the axiom T2 on uniform spaces).

1. Main results. Note that the uniformity v of the following

theorem is compatible with the topology of X because it is finer than

the precompact reflection pptX.

1.1 Theorem. Let p.X be a uniform space and K any infinite cardinal.

If u has a basis of a-point-finite coverings, then the uniform covers of

fiX with cardinality ^ N form a uniformity v on X.

Proof. We must prove that every uniform covering of p.X of

cardinality ^N has a uniform star-refinement of cardinality ^N.

We begin by establishing the following result:

, .  Every 11 Em of cardinal ^^ has a uniform refinement which

is (r-point-finite and has cardinal ^ K.

By hypothesis, there is a uniform refinement (Vna)na of 11 such that,

for each nEZ+, (Vna)aeAn is point-finite. Let ^ be a well-ordering

for It and, for each nEZ+ and each UEcVL,tetA'u= {<xEAn\ VnaQU\.

Obviously the sets
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Bu = Al\U { Anv. | V E <U, U' <U} (U E It)

form a partition of An. Define Wnu = U { F„a| aE-By} • Then (Wnu)nu

refines 11, is refined by (Vna)na and hence is a uniform cover of uX,

and its index set Z+XIl has cardinality f£N. Finally, for each b£Z+,

(WnU)ueii is point-finite: to any xEX there corresponds a finite set

{a1} • • ■ , am}QAn such that { Vnai, ■ • • , VncCm} is exactly the set

of all Vna's which contain x. Then x lies exactly in the members of the

finite subfamily (WnUl, • • • , WnU„) of (Wnu)v, where Ui is defined

by cnEBnVi. Thus (*) holds.

The following reasoning is largely inspired to the proof of [4,

Theorem 1.2]. Choose TlG/i with cardinality. By (*), It has a

uniform refinement (Vna)na such that, for each nEZ+, (Vna)aeAn is

point-finite and Card(4„)^X. Let 3=(Px)xEm be such that 3**

refines (Vna)na and T\t^0 for all X. Define:

m(\) = min{« E Z+ | St(Px, 3) C Vnafor some a E An} ;

n(X) = min{« E Z+\ St(St(Px, 3), 3) C  Vnafor some a E  An} ;

q(\) = {(n,a)\n^n(\),Vna^Tx}.

Because every 7\ is nonempty and every (Vna)a is point-finite, q(K) is

a finite subset of Z+XU,!, An. For all m, nEZ+ and all finite subsets

Foi Z+X\J^xAn, define

WmnP = U{Px| m(\) = w, »(X) = n, q(\) = P}.

Clearly (WmnF)mnF has cardinality ^^ and is refined by 3, so that

it is a uniform cover of p.X. For every X0 there is a(Ao)E^4m(x0) such

thatSt(rx0, 3)CZFm(xo)a(x0). If WmnFr^Wma0)u(\l>)q<.\0) 9^0, then there is

aX such that m(\) =m, w(X) — n, q(K) = Pand T\C\T\0t^0. It follows

that 7\0CISt(rx, 3) and St(Px„, 3)CSt(St(2\, 3), 3)C7lWaftl for

a suitable a(\)EAn^). Therefore m(\o)^n(K). From this and

Px£St(Px0, 3)CF„(i,)aW it follows that (w(X0), a(X0))Eg(X) = F,

which implies WmnFQ V"m(x„)a(x0): hence (WmnF)mnF is a uniform star-

refinement of It.    Q.E.D.

Now we desire to recall the definition—given in [l, §3]—of what

G. Aquaro calls ^-uniformity of a given topological space X, K being

an infinite cardinal. Because the original definition is fairly compli-

cated, we prefer to give an equivalent definition (the equivalence

follows from [l, §2, Theorem l-(e)]) which is more closely related to

our purposes: The ^-uniformity of X has a base of uniform coverings

consisting of all families (Z7;),e/ such that Card(/)^K, (Ui)i is a

locally finite open cover of X and there is a closed covering (Pi)te7

of X and an entourage W of a uniformity whose topology is less fine
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than the topology of X for which W[P,-]C [/,- holds for all iEI-

Recall that the fine uniformity of a uniformizable space is the finest

uniformity compatible with its topology.

The following result—which may be read alternatively: the Ka-

uniformity of X is the Ka+i-reflection of the fine uniformity of X—

also implies the same conclusion when X is not assumed uniformiza-

ble, as in Aquaro's works: it suffices to apply it to the weak topology

determined by the set of all continuous mappings X—*R.

1.2. Corollary. For every uniformizable space X, the ^-uniformity

of X is exactly the uniformity having as basis the set of all uniform cov-

erings of the fine uniformity of X which have cardinal = N.

Proof. Because the fine uniformity uK of X has a basis of uni-

formly locally finite uniform coverings by [5, vii.4] (or, alternatively,

by the result of [l]), 1.1 implies that the set of all uniform coverings

of px having cardinal ^N is really the base for a uniformity p. on X

(this is the sole application of 1.1). Let v be the ^-uniformity of X.

By the definition of v given above (since {IF[x]|xEA} are uniform

covers whenever W is an entourage of the given uniformity), it is

clear that v is less fine than p.. Conversely, assume 11 Em and

Card (it) ^^. Because p,x has a base of locally finite uniform covers,

we may repeat with obvious changes (it suffices to delete "n" when-

ever it appears) the proof of statement (*) in the proof of 1.1 to

obtain a refinement V of It such that VEu„, Card(°U)^K and V is

an open locally finite cover of X. Let 3Em» be an open star-refinement

of V. For any VEV, define

3v = {TE 3| St(7\ 3) C V};        Zv = U{T\ TE 3V\.

Since each element of 3 is open, St(Zv, 3)CU{St(P 3)| r£3F|CF.

This implies the existence of an entourage W of pxX such that

W[ZV]C V for all VEV. Thus VEv.    Q.E.D.

2. Applications to G. Aquaro's works. The aim of this section is

to show how 1.2 may be used to simplify some proofs of [2]: the best

result is (b), the simplification of the original proof of [2, Proposi-

tion 7] avoiding the use of the very complicated [2, Proposition 6].

Also the proofs of [3, Lemmas 2 and 3, Proposition 6] may be simpli-

fied, but we examine only [2] because the simplifications of [3] are

not so spectacular.

Recall that, according to [2], a uniformizable space X is said to be

<2N-complete, with K an infinite cardinal, iff the ^-uniformity of X

is complete.
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(a) [2, Proposition 5]. Any product of ^-complete spaces is

(!«-complete.

Proof. By [5, Chapter ii, Exercise 2], the product of uniformities

with a base of uniform covers with cardinal ^^ has a base of covers

with cardinality gfc$. Then the conclusion follows from 1.2 and the

fact that every uniformity finer than a complete one is complete.

Q.E.D.
(b) [2, Proposition 7]. If u is the iS-uniformity of X, then there is an

(In-complete space Y such that uX is isomorphic to a dense subspace

of vY, v being the ^-uniformity of Y.

Proof. Let Y be the completion of uX. By [5, ii.9], {Z7| [/gllj

is a uniform cover of Y for all ItEM- By this and 1.2, the uniformity

of Y is less fine than v, the K-uniformity of Y. Thus v is complete and,

again by 1.2, induces on X exactly u.    Q.E.D.
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